Welcome to our 54th Edition of “Big School Buzz” as we gear up
for the challenges that lie ahead, in Q2. We trust that you will find
this month’s edition of great value again as we strive to provide
you with ‘edunews’ you can really use – from educational
updates and lifestyle trends, to exciting new product
launches, technological breakthroughs, and more. We’ll
keep it light, fresh and informative, and an absolute joy to read at
all times. Please feel free to pass it on to your fellow colleagues,
friends and family as we grow the “Big School Community”, together.
And be sure to lend a hand and light up a life, wherever you can. Keep
in touch!
Yours sincerely

Editor & Crew
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Classrooms As Morphing Learning Spaces. The rigid, inflexible format
of the traditional classroom box is dead, and has to change. Today’s
students require an active and stimulating learning environment – they
need their ‘edu-surroundings’ to support co-learning, co-creation and
open discussion. The multiplicity of teaching methods and the broad
spectrum of everyday school activities require intelligent spatial differentiation, i.e. functional
learning landscapes that make a given space usable for a variety of purposes. Institutions should
consider how flexibility and variety work with pedagogy, technology and space to support how
learning happens in active learning classrooms, providing a dynamic and harmonious teaching and
learning environment for optimum performance, within the classroom setting. >>>
Creativity Connects The World In A Powerful Way. Making new and
exciting connections is all part of the learning process along the journey
of discovery. When schools integrate the arts with literacy, they are
giving teachers a powerful strategy for instruction and are strengthening
students’ vocabulary, comprehension, creative expression, language and
writing skills. This helps students make ‘real-world connections’ beyond the pages of books and
builds the 4C’s – creativity, critical thinking, communication and collaboration. The world we live
in is changing at a rapid pace and our children must have the ‘creativity skills’ that will allow them
to engage with and contribute to change. Educators know that a curious, creative spirit is key
to complex problem-solving, and that preparing 21st century learners requires more than fortifying
them with core academic skills only. >>>
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Technology In Arts Education. As the goals of education change to
reflect the new educational needs of our society, so do the strategies
for technology integration. The use of technology is essential in teaching
communications, mathematics and science. And it is no less important in
the arts. Arts education means using the aesthetic symbols of music,
theatre, visual arts and dance to give our humanity form and meaning. Music uses notes, theatre
storytelling, the visual arts images, and dance body movement. Technology as a tool can assist
students and teachers as they incorporate overwhelming amounts of information related to
these symbol systems. They are thus able to create, perform and respond to the arts. Each of
these disciplines specializes in applied communications skills that are so important to the
workforce of today. Whilst recognized as essential fields of learning in and of themselves, the
arts provide significant opportunities for critical thinking, creative problem solving, collaborative
learning and community involvement. >>>
Physical Fitness And Why Children Benefit From Playing Sport. Active
exercise improves learning, memory and concentration levels, which gives
active children an advantage in the classroom. Participation in sport
teaches valuable life skills such as teamwork and goal-setting and
obviously keeps kids fit, healthy and energetic, all important during their
vital growing years. Playing sport boosts self-confidence, increases happiness levels, reduces
stress and strengthens friendship bonds amongst team mates, both on and off the playing field –
and, it’s a whole lot of fun too! >>>
Money Wise Matters. Given how important financial matters are to
navigating life, it’s quite surprising that so few schools are teaching the
basic fundamentals of successful money management and wealth
creation. Children as young as three years old can grasp financial
concepts like saving and spending, if just shown the ropes. Parents are
the number one influence on their child’s financial behaviour, so it’s up to us as responsible
parents and citizens to raise a generation of mindful consumers, investors, savers, and givers.
Financial literacy is an important life skill indeed – let’s give our kids a head start now and set
them on the road to financial prosperity. >>>
Packing A Trash-Free Lunch Makes Sense. The trash generated from
the consumption of so-called convenience foods is astronomical when
you multiply it by all the children attending school, globally. One look at
the trash cans after a single school lunch break is enough to make you
stop and reconsider what you pack into your child’s lunch box each day.
Say no to juice boxes and single-use plastic water bottles, and paper serviettes are absolutely
taboo too. >>>
Big School Buzz Fast Fact Corner:


Raising bookworms in a technology driven world is a parental imperative. >>>



Young Reporters For The Environment are making a huge difference. >>>



Intel Cloud Computing – delivering education as a valuable service. >>>



Arts infused education adds diversity to curricula content. >>>



Parental involvement in support of learning is a must. >>>

